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PACE HAS BEEN an element
of strategic balance, supporting
NATO activities since the 70s
by providing satellite communications (SATCOM), missile
warning and Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(ISR). Over the years, additional wide-ranging
Space capabilities have been added to the Alliance's tool kit, and thereby maintaining key
advantages over potential adversaries and enlarging the spectrum of possibilities provi ding
enhanced support to the warfighter. However,
despite sharpened Space security policies at national levels, this support was never formalized
within the Alliance.
With this respect, 2018 was a pivotal year
for Space support in operations within NATO.
In May 2018, for the first time, the North Atlantic Council approved the Policy on Space
Support in NATO Operations,1 which gives
clear and precise guidance on how to integrate
Space Support within the NATO Command
Structure. The policy solidified the framework
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whereby Space can formally support operations. However, it represents for now only the
minimum requirements necessary to integrate
Space throughout all NATO operations.
The development of this policy stems
from foundational work led by the NATO BiStrategic Commands' Space Working Group
(NBiSCSWG), co-chaired by Allied Command
Transformation (ACT) and Allied Command
Operations (ACO). The unified efforts resulted
in the framework for Space support within operations across the entire Alliance.
The groundwork for the policy lies within the 2012 Space mandate, directing ACT and
ACO to continue work on developing Space
capabilities within NATO, after an overarching
Space policy for NATO did not come to fruition in 2011. The 2012 work plan set the foundational work and was reviewed in 2016 with
a following comprehensive Action Plan developed in 2017 pursuing the effort. Under the
direction and guidance of the Strategic Commands, it was determined that the best way to
integrate capabilities, identify mission critical
gaps, develop requirements and improve Space
awareness throughout NATO was to inject
Space data, products and services within a Major Joint Operations (MJO) exercise in order
to stress test and improve the Space Support
concept. Thus, the TRIDENT Series of Exercises was identified as the best venue available
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to test this capability integration as a NATO
Transformational Activity (TACT). (TACT
is an activity or set of activities suitable for integration into an exercise, which supports the
development or implementation of a present or
future NATO capability. —Author's Note).
This pi votal step of becoming a TACT
resulted in the building of a three-year campaign plan, which began with Exercise TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2016 (TRJE16)2 and culminated with TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2018
(TRJE18). The benefits of being designated a
TACT are massive:
• It allows ACT to act as the overarching
integration programme manager;
• It focuses the scant ACO Space
resources necessary to develop the
Space portions of the scenario and
organize national contributions;
• It leverages the expertise of the Joint
Warfare Centre (JWC) regarding the
integration of capabilities into exercises.
The JWC has assigned permanent staff
members to the Space Support to guide
the integration process;
• The TACT designation allows increased
flexibility within strict exercise
construction timelines, which is
necessary for the Space team to be able
to inject and test Space effects within
NATO exercises;
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• It allows for direct interaction with
nations in order to request specialized
national support outside of normal
exercise procedures. This critical
step is necessary, as very few nations
are able to provide the expertise
necessary to successfully train and
evaluate the effectiveness of crucial
Space capabilities.
On the other side looking in, sometimes the
activities of the Space team may have seemed
limited because a TACT cannot jeopardize
the success of the exercise. However, the TRIDENT Exercise Series has been acknowledged
by the Space community as a tremendous opportunity to educate and train not only Space
personnel but also NATO personnel across
the NATO Command Structure on Space effects and capabilities. Indeed, these exercises
represent a critical means of raising awareness
within NATO of the risks stemming from the
lack of support from Space assets. Additionally,

with only eight Space personnel permanently
assigned within the NATO Command Structure, this was-and is still today-a daunting
task. However, with the synergy between the
Strategic Commands with regards to Space,
as well as the tight-knit Space communities
within the NATO Command Structure and
Member Nations and the support from senior
leaders, the effort to push Space forward within
NATO has increased at an accelerated pace.
An initial challenge was that actual personnel
assigned within the NATO Command Structure was limited to positions at the Component Commands (Air Component Command,
Land Component Command and Deployable
Air Command and Control Centre), the Joint
Force Commands (JFC Brunssum and JFC Naples), and the Strategic Commands (ACO and
ACT). The limited knowledge of Space capabilities and effects outside of the Space community, as well as limited number of subject matter
experts, required an extremely focused effort in
order to bring an increased level of awareness.

The current situation
The 2018 SACEUR Annual Guidance on
Education, Training, Exercise and Evaluation
(ETEE), commonly referred to as SAGE, listed
Space as one of the training focus areas. In accordance with this document, ACT approved
the TRJE18 Exercise Specifications (EXSPEC),
in which Space Support was indicated as an
exercise objective. In addition, Space Support was also included among the primary
and secondary Training Objectives (TOs) for
JFC Naples. This highlighted the increased
importance and commanders' emphasis on
Space within NATO operations and led to a
multi-year series of planning and preparation
activities within the NATO Command Structure for the Space Core Planning Team, NATO
Nations with a strong Space capability and the
NATO Response Force 2019 (NRF19), led by
JFC Naples, which culminated in the "Phase
IIIB" (JWC-led Command Post Exercise execution) in November 2018.

“The TRIDENT series of major joint exercises was identified as
the best venue available to test NATO Space Support concept.”
►►►
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ABOVE: Flavio Giudice, the author (left), and the
co-located OPFOR Space/Air Response Cell, TRIDENT
JUNCTURE 2018 CPX. Photos by JWC PAO

During TRJE18, the primary aim for the
Space community was to advance the inclusion of Space Support in NATO planning and
operations. This involved the incorporation,
synchronization, integration and exploitation
of Space-based data, products and services
into the Operational Planning Process at the
Joint Task Force (JTF) headquarters and component command headquarters levels.
A secondary aim was to support the
overarching NBiSCSWG goal to improve Space
knowledge throughout NATO and, in particular, improve education and training as well as
doctrinal reference documents. Thanks to a
dedicated Space team comprised of both Space
experts assigned within the NATO Command
Structure, Exercise Capability Integration personnel at the JWC in Stavanger, Norway; and
national contributions, Space was integrated
into the exercise. In particular, the USA Joint
Navigation Warfare Center (JNWC, located
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA) and U.S.
Army Europe (USAREUR, located in Wiesbaden, Germany) provided the key expertise
required to move this project forward.
This three-year cycle culminated with
JFC Naples certified as the JTF HQ. For
TRJE18, JFC Naples was acting as JTF HQ,
AIRCOM as the Air Component Command
(ACC), 1 (German/Netherlands) Corps as the
Land Component Command (LCC) and ITMARFOR as the Maritime Component Com-

mand (MCC). Additionally, unlike for TRJE16
and TRIDENT JAVELIN 2017 (TRJN17) in
which there was no Grey Cell for HQ SHAPE,
in TRJE18 instead, SHAPE was fully integrated
into the scenario and provided strategic oversight to the campaign. In this context, and as
described in the doctrinal document AJP 3.3
(B)3, within each headquarters (JTF HQ and
SHAPE) and component command (ACC,
LCC and MCC), a Space Support Coordination Element (SpSCE) was established in order
to coordinate all Space-related activities.
BELOW: Lieutenant Colonel John Patrick, co-author,
during a Space briefing at JWC. Photo by JWC PAO

The structure of the SpSCE was formalized for the first time in 2017 during TRJN17,
based on the TRJE16 findings, observations
and recommendations. TRJE18 tested the
recommended organization and refined the
communities with which it is required to liaise
and coordinate Space data, products and services in order to provide the appropriate Space
awareness throughout the exercise leadership.
For TRJE18, a team was added at SHAPE
level, as a coordination element. TRJE18 Space
team consisted of 45 personnel spread across
the exercise venues. The Exercise Control (EXCON) consisted of 19 members, with most of
the personnel at the JWC, and four individuals
deployed at the JTF HQ, while 27 personnel
were designated as Training Audience (TA).
Some individuals within the TA were labelled
as "trusted agents". HQ SHAPE, HQ SACT
and Joint Air Power Competence Centre's
(JAPCC) entire Space community participated
in the exercise but it was the national augmentees which formed the backbone of the SpSCEs. Without this national support, it would
not have been possible to provide commanders
with value added Space support.
During the execution phase, the EXCON team conducted a wide range of activities. Among those, in order to replicate the
threat posed by GPS degradation and disruption and develop robust scenarios, the USA
JNWC was requested to provide Navigation
Warfare (NAVWAR) expertise (very limited
within NATO) to the EXCON team. Their
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expertise was instrumental for explaining capabilities possessed by simulated enemy forces
and their impact on JTF operations. Additionally, personnel from JAPCC acted as Opposing
Force (OPFOR) Space and developed educational material and briefings on adversaries'
Space and counter-Space capabilities for both
the non-Space EXCON members and the
Space TA deployed in various venues.
Simply put, the role of most members of
the EXCON consisted of coordinating Spacerelated activities with the other operational
communities within the JWC, and by participating in a host of meetings and coordination
processes imposed by the battle rhythm, to
make sure that the scenario stayed coherent
and the Space effects were used in a realistic
and relevant way. Additionally, a Space expert
from the NATO Science and Technology Organization (STO) produced a detailed study
on the use of products and services originated
by Space-based assets that are/will be useful in
NATO exercises and operations. Lastly, two
members of the EXCON team were specifically
tasked to work on the injection management
portion of the exercise in order to ensure that
the Space effects were injected correctly and
the appropriate time so that the Space team
could achieve its desired Training Objectives
as planned.
The Space information injected in the
exercises covered all the Space functional areas:
• Satellite Communications (SATCOM)

TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2018 LIVEX. Dutch and
French soldiers deploying in Kyrksæterøra.
Photo by Kristian Kapelrud, Forsvaret

• Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR), Positioning
Navigation and Timing (PNT)
• Space Situational Awareness (SSA)
• Space Weather (Space Wx)
• Shared Early Warning (SEW)
Year by year, different functional areas were
"privileged". During TRJN17, the focus was to
highlight the risks stemming from solar activity (Space Weather), since telecommunications,
in particular, are exposed to this threat, but
also navigation systems and satellite imagery
collection can be jeopardized.
In TRJE18, major effort was made to
consolidate a robust integrated GPS jamming
environment. Despite the success of jamming
during the execution phase, the activity that
raised most dilemmas for the commander, and
concerns within the TA, was the use of directed energy weapons (DEWs, such as laser blinding/dazzling and damaging —Author's Note.)
against satellites. This action aimed at triggering an educational process from Intelligence
collection through early warning detection
into the targeting process, while raising the
awareness that in an anti-access/area denial
(A2/AD) environment (possibly due to GPS
jammers) satellites represent the only source
of INTEL collection (e.g., for battle damage assessment, BDA, and battle damage estimation,
BDE). The Space-based ISR systems clearly
have an advantage in Intelligence gathering for

the battlefield. However, a lack of understanding, undefined rules of engagement, and the
absence of agreements with the nations for the
provision of Space imagery could lead to confusion and jeopardize the success of an operation.

How the Space effects were
created within the exercise
Since Space supports all the operational domains (air, land, maritime and cyber), the collaboration with the Intelligence community was
only one part of the SpSCE's responsibilities.
The SpSCE was required to interface with multiple organizations and entities (e.g. J6/NCIA for
SATCOM, J3/METOC for Space Weather, and
Joint Personnel Recovery [JPR] for Overhead
Persistent Infrared [OPIR], etc). The mechanism for exchanging information with these
communities is still in its infancy and requires
continued development in order to strengthen
and formalize the collaboration for both future
exercises and real-world operations.
In the framework of the exercise, in order to realistically simulate the impact of Space
effects on all domains, at least one Space Inject
was integrated in every Incident. This goal was
achieved for the first time in TRJN17 and repeated in TRJE18. In most cases, the Space Injects were complemented with Space products
such as reports (e.g., SATCOM health and status, Space Weather reports, SATRAN4 satellites
overflight reports), imagery products, spike

SPACE CROSS-CUTS
ALL OTHER
OPERATIONAL DOMAINS

The experience gathered over
these years will serve as a starting
point for the next three-year cycle
of exercises, which will start with
TRIDENT JUPITER 2019 and will
continue in 2020 with LOYAL LEDA.

charts assessing the GPS Positioning Dilution of Precision (PDOP). Most of the injected
Space information (approximately 80 Injects),
was based on pre-scripted national products
from multiple Nations (USA, Canada, France
and Italy). Most of these products were integrated in an overall daily report on Space activities that was prepared by the JTF HQ and
distributed throughout the Space community
and the other communities on request. Unlike TRJN17, during which a specific Space
update was given to the Commander through
the daily Situation Awareness Brief (SAB), in
TRJE18 it was determined that Commander's
awareness would be better served with inclusion of Space within already established boards
and working groups. By doing so, rather than
having Space personnel developing material
for the Commander out-of-cycle, the entire
staff was involved in necessary discussions and
decisions, and normal staffing mechanisms
were used. This provided a higher visibility for
Space and an educational opportunity for nonSpace personnel.

Shortfalls and strengths
In order to assess the level of support and understanding within the Space Support community, the participants were asked to answer
a questionnaire once the Command Post Exercise was ended. This initiative was intended to

help ensuring that the Space Support processes
are optimized and to further integrate Space
Support into NATO operations. The outcomes
of this questionnaire are listed here as "shortfalls and strengths". The shortfalls identified
during TRJE18 are the following:
• The numerous tasks and commitments
of the Space team, especially in
terms of participating in meetings,
highlighted a robust manning plan
must be established for major exercises
to guarantee coherence, realism and
efficiency in the scenario execution.
• Attending a major joint exercise
such as TRJE18 requires knowledge
of the NATO Command Structure
and its regulations. Therefore, it
is recommended to develop an
introductory briefing concerning the
roles and responsibilities of the TA.
• The simulation software used for
the exercise (the Joint Theater Level
Simulation [JTLS]) is not designed
for non-terrestrial assets. Satellites in
orbit were introduced for the first time
in TRJE18, but regarding the level of
detail, there's room for improvement.
Additionally, simulating satellites,
their orbits and capabilities required
an enormous processing capacity,
therefore, just a limited number of
satellites was included in the simulation.

NATO TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2018 LIVEX.
Photo by Fran C. Valverde, MARCOM

The following advantages were also identified
during TRJE18:
• Space activities tremendously affected
all commands. This raised discussions
and increased the level of awareness of
Space-related threats within the NATO
Command Structure.
• The Space Injects created a sufficient
training opportunity and were wellintegrated in the exercise storyline. All
six Space functional areas influenced
the activities within the command.
• The organization of the Space team
was assessed positively. The commands
received sufficient support from
the EXCON team, and participants
were able to get in touch with the
Space personnel.
• The coordination process allowed
effective sharing of information.

Where to go from here
The growing competitiveness between nations
together with the rapidly mounting presence
of private companies investing in Space and
the integration of Space services in civilian
systems justify the need of establishing an
overarching NATO Space Policy. Most of the
capabilities required in the modern operational environment are provided, or supported
by, or dependent on, Space-sourced systems.
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Even in the daily life of military and civilian
personnel posted in NATO commands, the use
of Space capabilities is constant, despite not
noticed. Video teleconferences (VTCs) are one
example since they would not be possible without SATCOM. Defence planners at the NATO
Headquarters recognize that Space systems deliver important and unique information to military and political leadership and acknowledge
that these systems are vulnerable and difficult
to replace. Therefore, they recognize that preserving Space capabilities, also through policies,
would enhance Alliances' security under the dynamic conditions of the 21st century. For these
reasons, in summer 2018, the North Atlantic
Council approved the requirement for an overarching NATO Space Policy.5 The policy is being developed at NATO Headquarters' level and
it is expected to be released in summer 2019.
It is reasonable to say that 2019 will
bring new challenges and opportunities for
Space activities within NATO.
In addition to the activities related to the
development of an overarching Space Policy,
among the numerous tasks that the NBiSCSWG will conduct are the review of doctrine,6
standard operating procedures, standard operating instructions, and the development of
Space Concept of Operations (CONOPS). In
particular, the current doctrine (Version B)
provides general guidance for the role of Space
Support in the operational planning. TRJE18

was a valuable opportunity to further develop
the draft of Version C of AJP 3.3 with additional information on SpSCE roles and interactions with other communities, and on the
Space support request processes and procedures necessary for NATO to request support
from nations with a strong Space capability.
The experience gathered over these
years will serve as a starting point for the next
three-year cycle of exercises, which will start
with TRIDENT JUPITER 2019 (TRJU19)
and will continue in 2020 with LOYAL LEDA
(LOLE20). In particular, TRJU19 will be a
campaign consisting of two phases: the first
phase will be played in a Small Joint Operations (SJO) scenario, while the second will be a
Major Joint Operation Plus (MJO+).
LOLE20, meanwhile, will see NATO
fighting in a MJO+ scenario, and will be the
last of this sequence of exercises. These three
exercises, with the relative preparation and
post-exercise activities (e.g., Main Events List/
Main Incidents List, Incident Development
and Scripting Workshops, After Action Report, etc.) will be condensed in the timeframe
from July 2019 to June 2020. This means that
the Space team has to be ready to prepare and
conduct three exercises in just 12 months!
The preparation for TRJU19 has already
started with the development of TRJE18 After
Action Report. The Space team will use this
document to ensure that lessons learned and

identified are incorporated into the next series
of exercises. The aim of the Space Support Core
Planning Team is, as always, to increase its
presence and improve the performance in the
TRIDENT Series of Exercises in order to raise
Space to the role that it deserves. The approval
of an overarching NATO Space Policy will definitely help the team in this endeavour. 

ENDNOTES
1

MC 0670 Policy on Space Support in NATO

2

The first participation of Space in a major NATO

Operations, dated 18 May 2018.
exercise was in 2015. However, during TRIDENT
JUNCTURE 2015 (TRJE15) the contribution to the
exercise was marginal and the participation was
intended as a test to make the team aware of the
structure and procedures of a NATO exercise.
3

AJP 3.3 (B), Air and Space Operations Doctrine,
dated 8 April 2016. Chapter 5 of the Allied Joint
Publication is dedicated to Space operations.

4

Satellite Reconnaissance Advance Notice.

5

Paragraph 19 of the Brussels Summit Declaration:
"Recognising that Space is a highly dynamic
and rapidly evolving area, which is essential to a
coherent Alliance deterrence and defence posture,
we have agreed to develop an overarching NATO
Space Policy."

6

AJP 3.3B Allied Joint Doctrine for Air and Space
operations, dated 8 April 2016

• Major Joint Operation
(MJO) scenario
• 33 Space personnel
• Provision of Space products/
services from five nations
• First active participation of
Space Support in a TRIDENT
Series of Exercises
• First iteration in
a three-year cycle

• Major Joint Operation Plus
(MJO+) scenario
• 45 Space personnel
• Provision of Space data,
products and services
by seven nations
• 150+ Space Injects
• Space Injects integrated in
all Events and Incidents
• Testing of the Space Support
Coordination Element

• MJO scenario
• 45 Space personnel
• Provision of Space data,
products and services
by seven nations
• 80 Space Injects
• Space Injects integrated in
all Events and Incidents
• Testing of the Space Support
Request Form

• Campaign with two phases:
Phase I: Small Joint Operation
(SJO) scenario
Phase II: MJO+ scenario
• Expect the same amount
of Space Injects but with a
wider range of involvement
in Events and Incidents
• Coordination already started
within the NATO Command
Structure and with the
Space-capable nations
• It will be followed by
LOYAL LEDA 2020 (LOLE20)

TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2016

TRIDENT JAVELIN 2017

TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2018

TRIDENT JUPITER 2019
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